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The information contained in these slides and the accompanying oral presentation (together, the "Presentation") have not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA"). 
If any person is in any doubt as to the contents of this Presentation, they should seek independent advice from a person who is authorised for the purposes of FSMA and who specialises in advising on investments of this kind. The information 
contained in this document does not purport to cover all matters that may be relevant for the purposes of considering whether or not to make any prospective investment and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon, for 
accounting, legal or tax advice. This Presentation is supplied to you solely for information.

The information contained in this Presentation has been prepared by Savannah Resources plc (the "Company"). The Presentation and any further confidential information made available to any recipient, either orally or in writing, must be 
held in complete confidence and documents containing such information may not be reproduced, used or disclosed without the prior written consent of the Company.  The Presentation shall not be copied, published, reproduced or 
distributed in whole or in part, to any other person, for any purpose at any time.  The information contained in the Presentation is not intended to be viewed by, or distributed or passed on (directly or indirectly) to, and should not be acted 
upon by any class of person other than (I) qualified investors (within the meaning of the Prospectus Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 and (ii) investment professionals falling within Article 19(5) and high net worth companies, unincorporated 
associations and partnerships and trustees of high value trusts falling within Article 49(2) respectively of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (or persons to whom it may otherwise be lawfully 
communicated) (together "Relevant Persons").  Persons who are not Relevant Persons should not attend the Presentation or rely on or act upon the matters communicated at the Presentation. By accepting the Presentation, you agree to be 
bound by these restrictions.

The Presentation does not constitute an admission document, prospectus or listing particulars relating to the Company; it has not been approved by the London Stock Exchange or the Financial Conduct Authority, nor does it constitute or 
form part of any offer, invitation, inducement or commitment to, sell, issue, or any solicitation of any such offer or invitation to subscribe for, underwrite or buy, any shares in the Company or any of its affiliates to any person in any 
jurisdiction, nor shall it nor any part of it, nor the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into any contract or investment decision in relation thereto.

No undertaking, assurance, representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, SCP Resource Finance LP (‘SCP’), or SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP (‘SP Angel’), or any of their respective existing or 
proposed members, agents, affiliates, representatives, advisers, employees or directors or any other person as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this Presentation and no responsibility or 
liability is accepted by any such person for any loss however arising from any use of, or reliance on, or in connection with, this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith.  Notwithstanding this, nothing in this 
paragraph shall exclude liability for any such undertaking, assurance, representation or warranty made fraudulently.

SCP and SP Angel are regulated for the conduct of investment business in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority, are acting exclusively for the Company and are not acting on behalf of any recipient or reader of this Presentation and will 
not be responsible to any person for providing the protections afforded to their customers or for advising any such person in connection with this matter. Any such person is recommended to seek their own independent legal, taxation and 
investment advice. Neither the receipt of this Presentation, nor any information contained therein or supplied with the Presentation or subsequently communicated to any person in connection with the Presentation either constitutes, or is 
to be taken as constituting, the giving of investment advice by SCP or SP Angel to any person.

Certain statements in the Presentation are forward-looking statements, and the Presentation itself has been based upon a number of assumptions, forecasts and Projections of the Company which by their nature are forward-looking and 
should not be relied upon in isolation. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as "believes", "expects", "may", "will", "could", "should", "intends", "estimates", "potential", 
"anticipate", "plans" or "assumes" or similar expressions, or by discussions of strategy that involve risk and uncertainties.  By their nature, forward-looking statements, assumptions, forecasts and Projections involve a number of risks and 
uncertainties, and in some cases are based on estimates and incomplete information, that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements or by the Presentation as a 
whole.  These risks and uncertainties, and the impact they have on the assumptions, forecasts and Projections contained in the Presentation, could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein.

The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and therefore persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about and observe any such requirements or restrictions and 
this document must not be distributed in or into any jurisdiction in which it would be unlawful.  Any such distribution could result in a violation of the law of such jurisdictions. The securities referred to in this presentation have not been and 
will not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended, (the "US Securities Act") or under any securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the US and may not be offered, sold, resold, taken up, exercised, renounced, 
transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, within the US, Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa, or to, or for the account or benefit of, any person with a registered address in, or who is resident or 
ordinarily resident in, or a citizen of, the US, Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the US 
Securities Act and/or any other applicable securities laws.
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Savannah: tackling a generation’s challenge of global proportions

Problem:                   Solution:              It needs:

Climate Change                   Net-Zero Economies        Raw Materials

1. World Health Organisation
2. JRC Science for Policy Report 2023 (European Commission)  

Seriously impacting all aspects of 

geopolitics, economy & society 

(e.g. 250k+ deaths/yr. globally in 

2030-501)

 

•More renewable power

•Replacement of ICEs

•More energy storage capacity

•Mass electrification

•Minimised energy wastage

•Creation of circular economies

•Carbon sequestration 

Materials that are assets
rather than consumables

Lithium is required for all 
EV battery chemistries 
apart from sodium

Useable for 30+ years

2050 demand: 90x    2020290x

https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC132889
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The Project

 LITHIUM: Europe’s largest spodumene resource, the lithium mineral which makes Australia the world’s #1 Li raw material producer 

 Low risk: Mining Lease , Environmental licence , proven technology  & Australian production model adapted to EU standards

 Robust Economics: Post-tax NPV $US953m, IRR 77.3%, Payback 1.3yrs1; Protected by competitive position in the cost curve

 Geared for upside: Through lithium prices, exploration potential/more resources & geopolitics

The Place  

 In Europe, for Europe: Leveraging advantages in logistical costs & risks, CRMA, Carbon Border Tax (CBAM), Battery Passport, etc.

 Government Support: Portugal’s Government committed to the Project & creating the full Li-ion battery value chain in country

The Time

 Strategic: Transport sector = 5% of EU GDP + 14m jobs; BUT produces 25% of EU’s emissions; Targeting ↓90% in emissions by 2050

 Critical: Li-ion batteries are the solution; CRMA calls for min. 10% of EU’s Li demand to be supplied from domestic sources by 2030

 Targeting production before end 2026  In time to respond to peak market demand growth & anticipated lithium shortage

Investment opportunity

 Cash consumer to cash generator: Adding value during transition from explorer to producer

 Unrecognised value: SAV P/NAV of 0.08x vs. pre-production peer groups on 0.4-0.7x, producers on 0.6-1.0x

Why Savannah? - Right Project, Right Place, Right Time

1. As per RNS, 12 June 2023



1. 7 May 2024, LSE 2. As at 28 Mar 2024; Total Board & staff stake 24.2% including Al Marjan, Slipstream Resources, Other Board & staff
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RELATIVE SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE1 SHAREHOLDER ANALYSIS2

Savannah Resources – At a glance

Enabling Europe’s energy transition by providing a responsibly managed source of domestic lithium raw material

Al Marjan 
(Oman) 15.1%

Slipstream Resources
(Australia) 8.1%

SAV Staff 1.0%

Institutions 
(UK&Europe)

8.8%

Mario Ferreira 
(Portugal) 5.0%

Other shareholders 62.0%:
UK: 40.3%
Europe: 15.5%
Australia: 4.5%
RoW: 1.7%

Top-tier performing share in last 6 months, new interest gathered from Portuguese investors
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Savannah to unlock greater value by passing 
milestones (2024-26): 
• Improved local relation & media story

• Completion of DFS & RECAPE

• Offtake & strategic partnerships

• Financing and construction

• Commissioning & production

• Cash flow generation

1. Market Capitalisation/Net Asset Value (P/NAV) multiples based on Canaccord Genuity, ‘Global Specialty Metals Comps’ 3 May-24; Jefferies research notes on ALB, MIN, 
SQM Mar & Apr 2024; company presentations on INF, EUR & EMH; 2. Based on Mkt Cap on 3 May 2024 and Scoping study, 12 June 2023

Pre-
resource

Resource
bearing

Post PEA / 
Scoping Study

Post
DFS

New
Producers

Established
Producers

The value opportunity right now: 
• SAV at 0.08x post-tax NPV (8%) of 

US$953m 2

• Vs. Post Scoping St Li peers at 0.4x P/NAV

Multiple will naturally progress
• Post-DFS peers trading at 0.40x P/NAV

• New producers trading at 0.60x

• Established producers trading at 1.00x 

Future value generation will include
• Potential resource growth

• Other value generation levers

For Investors – A clear path to value generation

Post
PFS

1

2

3

2

1

3
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Global Li Supply & Demand outlook2

Total supply Total demand

•Market moving very rapidly, dominated by 
growing EV sales & constrained raw material 
supply

•Global Demand3 to grow 3x by 2030 vs 2023, 
European4 to grow by 12x. Huge growth 
continues until 2050. Can supply keep pace?

•No. Market to move from near balance in 
2023 to c.380kt LCE deficit in 2030. Europe 
currently produces no battery grade lithium

•Shortage led Lithium prices grew c.10X+ 
from 2H 2020 to Q4 2022, setting all-time 
highs

•Prices fell heavily in 2023 with destocking 
coinciding with greater supply but bottomed 
out in Feb-24 and have increased since then 
(spod con up 35% since end of Jan-24 to 
c.US$1,200/t)5

•Future upward price pressure expected as 
previous supply/demand imbalance is re-
established in second half of 2020s

•Conclusion: The world needs more lithium 
supply. Savannah can provide responsibly 
sourced lithium for Europe, out of Europe1. ev-volumes.com  2. Canaccord Genuity research note, SepQ’23 preview, 13 Oct 2023 

3. SP Angel, S&P Global – Platts Metals Daily (Historical); Canaccord Genuity research note, 1H’24 recharge, 8 Mar 2024 (forecast, average annual prices) 
4. EU Critical Raw Materials Act 5. S&P Global – Platts Metals Daily 

SAV: 1st production

EV & lithium market dynamics remain supportive
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European EV sales & penetration rate1

EV Sales (LHS) % Total vehicle Sales (RHS)

https://single-market-economy.ec.europa.eu/sectors/raw-materials/areas-specific-interest/critical-raw-materials/critical-raw-materials-act_en#background


The Critical Raw Materials Act (CRMA) now underpins the European value chain: it “will ensure EU access to a secure and sustainable 
supply of critical raw materials, enabling Europe to meet its 2030 climate and digital objectives”2. Highlights of the CRMA include:
•  Lithium being classified as both a Critical & Strategic material (feldspar classified as critical)

•  Minimal domestic capacities by 2030: >10% of the EU's annual consumption for extraction; >40% for processing; >25% for recycling

•  The Act will simplify permitting procedures for critical raw materials projects in the EU (2yrs for extraction projects)

•  Selected Strategic Projects will benefit from support for access to EU finance (EIB, programs, etc.)

At stake: Environment, but also Value Creation, Jobs, Industry, Imports, Geostrategy & Independence - “Both the Covid pandemic and war 
in Ukraine have highlighted the fundamental need for resilient industrial value chains, including batteries, for the EU’s economic 
growth and decarbonisation as well as for its strategic autonomy…”1

Li

Raw Material
Extraction

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM

- THE LITHIUM BATTERY VALUE CHAIN -

Chemical 
Refining

Active
Materials

Cell/Pack
Manufacture Use Recycling

EU is now finally creating its own Lithium Battery Value Chain

1. Joint Statement, High-level Industrial Meeting of the European Battery Alliance, March 2022
2. Critical Raw Materials Act
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https://www.eba250.com/joint-statement-for-an-accelerated-action-plan-to-support-the-growth-of-the-european-battery-industry/
https://single-market-economy.ec.europa.eu/sectors/raw-materials/areas-specific-interest/critical-raw-materials/critical-raw-materials-act_en


~0.8TWh expected gigafactory capacity by 2030 = 680ktpa of lithium demand1
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EU cell plant announcements up to 2030, in GWh2

xx Gross Capacity in GWh

Announced gigafactories

Gigafactories in production

26% Gigafactories 
capacity in Germany

12% Gigafactories 
capacity in Hungary

12% Gigafactories 
capacity in Norway

~1.2 TWh of announced 
capacity by 2030, with 
expectation that ~70%3 
will materialize  

Which translates to 
680ktpa of lithium (LCE)

Key facts

1. The capacity announced by gigafactories is greater than the GWh needed by EVs, meaning that the supply of batteries is higher than the demand needed to cover the 
electric vehicle demand; Lithium demand measured in Lithium Carbonate Equivalent (LCE) tonnage

2. Conversion rate between TWh and GWh is 1:1000
3. Estimation based on project financing, announced partnership with upstream and downstream supply chain and company's intellectual property

11% Gigafactories capacity 
in Spain & Portugal

15



To meet Europe’s demand, a number of projects have been proposed …
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Spodumene non-integrated mines

Spodumene Refinery

AMG Germany Lithium 
Hydroxide Stage 1

Livista Lithium Plant I

Rock Tech Lithium 
Hydroxide Plant

Estarreja Lithium Plant

Green Lithium 
Hydroxide Plant

Aurora

Livista Lithium 
Plant 2

40

44

17

31

25

40

20

xx Capacity, ktpa LCE

Spodumene1 mines and refineries announcements up to 2030, ktpa LCE

Barroso Lithium Project

26

13

Keliber Oy 

Tees Valley Lithium 
Hydroxide Plant2 24

• Many of the proposed refineries are (“non-integrated projects”), i.e. not linked to mines and therefore need spodumene lithium concentrate feed from 
third parties to operate

• Savannah’s Barroso Lithium Project is the only non-integrated spodumene mining project in Europe 

Integrated Spodumene mine & refinery

8

European 
Lithium

45% Refinery capacity in UK

23% Refinery capacity in 
Portugal

100% non-integrated 
Spodumene mines capacity 
in Portugal

~240 ktpa LCE of non-
integrated spodumene1 
refining capacity 
announced

Key facts

All this capacity needs third 
party spodumene supply

1. Refineries have announced either spodumene refining or sulphate or chloride, with operations easily changed to source spodumene instead, not included carbonate-hydroxide refineries
2. Have assumed 25% of Tees Valley production will be based on spodumene feed, via lithium sulphate intermediate step



• In Europe, a shortage of over 200ktpa LCE provides a favourable market dynamic for Savannah’s unallocated spodumene concentrate supply 

13

684

455

228

26

185

44

227

202

Total capacity Non-integrated 
Spodumene mines

Carbonate 
to hydroxide 

refineries

Integrated 
geothermal 

brines1

Integrated mines1 Non-integrated 
refineries2

Net
Non-integrated 

refinery demand3

Supply gap

1. Include extraction and processing to get to final product
2. Only include processing
3. Including spodumene, sulphate and chloride refineries 

Source: MineSpans

A demand shortfall ~8x 
Savannah’s planned output 
makes for favourable market 
dynamic for Company

Announced lithium capacity, ktpa LCE

… but the demand-supply gap is still wide, and best served with Spodumene
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Barroso Lithium Project: Ideally located for Europe’s battery value chain

Excellent project setting: 

• Great infra: 28km from the A24 freeway, with (shorter) purpose-built access road planned

• Land use: 87% industrial pine forest. Not one house affected, not one person relocated 

• Power: 1km from grid with 73% renewable power, will build autonomous water supply

• Housing & talent: spare housing in nearby villages, can bring back emigrant talent pool

• Positioned to serve the growing annual demand for lithium batteries & EVs in Europe

Well placed to tackle direct demand: 

•   Iberia produces 21% of Europe’s cars, and new capacity has been announced

•   180km to Estarreja (Bondalti/Lifthium), 485km to Setúbal (Aurora (Galp/Northvolt JV))

•   145-280km by major roads to five ports (Leixões, Vigo, Aveiro, Villagarcía, Coruña)

•   Avoids shipping routes from Australia or LatAm (ca. US$60-100/T in container)

•   Project of sufficient scale to attract some of EU’s planned refineries & gigafactories

15

Vila 
Real

Porto-
Aveiro

Guarda-
Viseu

Lisboa- 
Setúbal

Sin
es

Extremadur
a

Lithium refining 

EV production 

Cell production

Recycling / 2nd Life 

Active materials

Anode/cathode materials

Port terminal 

Lithium mining

Freight Railway

Key lithium battery value chain assets in Iberia

Lithium reserves



Tenure

• 30-year mining lease1 and a 3-block 
mining lease application

Exploration Upside
• All orebodies remain open along both 

the strike & down dip

• Exploration Target based on 3 of the 5 
orebodies only

• 6-8 high priority lithium bearing 
pegmatites still to be drill tested

• Portugal’s lithium tender & existing 
tenement applications add further 
opportunities

1. Awarded in 2006
2. As per 12 June 2023.
3. Cautionary Statement: The potential quantity and grade of the Additional Exploration Targets is conceptual in nature, there has been insufficient prospecting work to 

estimate a mineral resource and it is uncertain if further prospecting will result in defining a mineral resource. 3. See 12 Mar 2024 RNS

Total

28MT
@ 1.05% Li2O 

Measured

6.6MT
@ 1.1% Li2O 

Indicated

11.8MT
@ 1.0% Li2O 

Inferred

9.6MT
@ 1.1% Li2O 

Current JORC Resource Estimate2

11.0MT - 19.0MT
Additional Exploration Target3

@ 1.0-1.2% Li2O 

Current Resources & Exploration Upside
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First JORC Resource 
upgrade completed for 
DFS (May-24)

Highest lithium assays 
reported to date
(Mar-24)
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•Mining 1.5Mtpa of ore to produce c.190ktpa 
of SC, 400ktpa Ceramic feldspar/quartz and 
100ktpa low grade bulk pegmatite

•Infrastructure placed away from water 
courses, in low lying areas, and out of sight 
lines to reduce environmental impact

•Sequential mining - allows for rehabilitation 
to begin quite early during operating phase

•New road - avoids local villages & towns; river 
crossings minimised to reduce impact

•Water in closed system - collected on-site, 
stored, treated and recycled; not taken from 
the local river. No local effluents

•Dry stacked (and lined) Tailings Storage 
Facility located away from river

•Waste rock from mining areas to be used as 
backfill as part of rehabilitation

Design approved by Portugal’s environmental regulator in May-23



Operating parameters & Assumptions Financial & Economic outcomes

Mineable Resource 20.5Mt at 1.05% Li2O Avg. LoM spodumene concentrate price (5.5% Li2O) US$1,464/t

Initial life of Project 14 years Avg. ceramic by-product price US$53.5/t

Average Stripping ratio (waste: ore) 5.9:1 Revenue (Total/Avg pa) US$4,151m/304m

Avg processing rate (Mtpa) 1.5Mtpa EBITDA (Total/Avg pa) US$2,793m/205m

Avg Annual spodumene conc. production 191kt @ min. 5.5% Li2O Royalties (Total) US$153m

Gross Lithium carbon./hydrox. Equiv 26ktpa LCE/29.5ktpa LHE Taxes (Total) US$771m

Avg feldspar/quartz by-product output4 400ktpa Net Free cash flow (Total; Avg pa) US$1,694m/124m

Initial Capex (with 19% contingency) US$235.9m (US$280m) Post-tax NPV (8% discount rate) US$953m

Average C1 cash costs2 US$292/t concentrate Post-tax IRR 77.3%

All in sustaining costs3 US$409/t concentrate Post-tax Payback 1.3 years

LCE cost curve position 50th centile Breakeven spodumene (SC5.5) price US$600/t

1. As per RNS, 12 June 2023
2. C1 operating costs include all mining, processing, transport, G&A and community costs, and are net of ceramic by-products credits (-US$132/t concentrate) and exclude royalties
3. All-in Sustaining Costs include all mining, processing, transport, G&A and community costs, royalties, sustaining capex and closure & rehabilitation costs, and are net of ceramic by-products credits (-US$132/t concentrate)
4.       For ceramics and glass industries, which are traditionally strong in Iberia, and in particular in Portugal

Attractive economics: Highlights of the June 2023 Scoping Study1
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The economics are also robust

19

•  The Project is almost equally geared to changes in spodumene price, Li2O recovery rates and Li2O grade; +/- 10% drives a c.16% delta in NPV

•  Changes to OPEX or initial CAPEX have minor impact on post-tax NPV: e.g. +10% OPEX = -4% NPV, or +10% CAPEX = -2% NPV

Sensitivity analysis of Post-tax NPV



1. Cost curve taken from Jefferies research note, ‘Lithium 2024: Taking the Hard Road to ‘Normal’ with Reluctance to Cut Capex’, 1 Dec 2023. Savannah LCE operating cost – Company estimate
2. Vs. spodumene concentrates shipped to Europe from other production centres, e.g. Australia 

Savannah, if producing today:
25,977t/yr LCE Gross

50th percentile in curve
Top-5 in cost for spodumene

2.5% of global production

Hardrock

Very well placed on the global cost curve

Producing and placing in a short EU market potentially adds another 
US$450-750/T LCE logistical cost advantage2 (not accounted for in NPVs)

20

More competitive than half world’s production1 as it is today – expecting to be even better in the future
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[1] During 2024 we are advancing DFS and licencing workstreams

22

The Portuguese site team is working on all other fronts: a comprehensive resource, geotech and hydrogeologic 
drill programme, work on preparing supporting infrastructure, permitting and land access, etc.

The Australian team & consultants are finalising the design on the processing plant



[1] Significant additional resource potential confirmed by recent drilling
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Key Pinheiro Results
o 76m @ 1.85% Li2O from 24m in 24PNRRC024 

Including 39m @ 2.21% Li2O from 38m and 10m @ 
2.28% Li2O from 80m.

o 46m @ 1.65% Li2O from 84m in EX7 (hydrogeological 
hole) including 14m @ 2.15% Li2O from 97m.

o 85m @ 1.45% Li2O from 45m in EX9 (hydrogeological 
hole) including 39m @ 2.15% Li2O from 59m.

Key Reservatorio Results
o 41m @ 1.21% Li2O from 159m in 23RESRC038
o 40m @ 1.17% Li2O from 70m in 23RESRC045

• Results confirm the potential for larger resources and improved overall lithium grades
• All existing orebodies remain open along strike and at depth
• More assay results from phase 1 to come, Phase 2 of the programme to follow

Broad high-grade intercepts from 2023/24 drilling campaign confirm the Project’s upside



Additional 2024 workstreams: [2] Engaging with stakeholders
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• Secretary of States from the previous and new Pt Government

• Municipality Mayor, local and regional entity leaders

• Government agencies, e.g. Environment Agency (APA)

• European Union agencies & industry lobbying groups

• Local business leaders, Local community groups, Local people 

• UK and Australian Ambassadors to Portugal

• Representatives of US Government departments

• Universities, Sector experts, NGOs, and many others

• Playing an active role in 3 pan-EU Lithium focused R&D projects

• Local and national press and TV, European trade press

• Sector events: PDAC, GigaEurope (Sweden), Value Investing (Spain), etc.

• Engineers’ Guild, Negócios Sustentabilidade, etc.

Community Insights Group has also progressed in its work on the Social Impact Assessment. 
This Assessment will be submitted as part of the overall RECAPE submission



[2] Walking the talk: we are For the people, With the people

Big responsibility at hand: 

•  Positive supporter of Portugal’s role in Energy Transition, Lithium, Batteries & EVs

•  Project approved by Portuguese authorities, under EU regulations & standards

•  Yearly avg >10M€ return for municipalities, ~2000 Direct + Indirect jobs, a huge push

•  Amazing human potential: return of diaspora and better conditions for local residents

What Savannah is doing: 

•  Pride for the project, sharing it with everyone to better explain its benefits

•  Sharing information & engaging positively with residents, academics and authorities  

•  Employing local people with local knowledge (60% team already is Portuguese)

•  Close proximity with community, two local offices - & preparing to grow

•  Becoming more Portuguese at every level – now 7% of the share register



[3] Developing the various elements of a project financing solution 
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Strategic Partnering Process:

• Savannah initiated the process in Summer 2023 following significant interest 
received from counterparties

• Target: to identify partners willing to support Savannah in securing the finance
required to construct the Project, and which can also offer additional benefits to
Savannah and all its stakeholders through a future partnership. 

• Barclays & Barrenjoey appointed in Nov-23 as advisers, helping with 
counterparty engagement and managing the process

• Phase 2 of the process began in Mar-24 with a shortlist of potential partners 
conducting further due diligence on Savannah and the Project

Assessment of additional financing opportunities

• In parallel with the partnering process, Savannah continues to research and 
analyse sources of public funding which may be available

• This includes various Portuguese government funding solutions and some 
European Union funding opportunities including from new CRM Act



CEO 
Emanuel Proença

Chairman: 
Matthew King

36 years’ experience in the 
financial services industry.

9 years as SAV ChairMary Jo Jacobi
30 years in senior executive

Energy & Industry roles, 
Reputation & Risk expert

Diogo da Silveira
20 years in top CEO roles, 
Seasoned NED & former 

McKinsey Partner

James Leahy
32y in financial services, 

specialisation in commodities. 
SAV Remuneration Committee 

Chairman

Dale Ferguson
Geologist. 25 years in 

Commodities, incl mineral 
sands, Li, precious & base metals

Bruce Griffin
   20+ years in mining 

finance, holding executive 
and NED positions in the industry

Mohammed Sulaiman
     20+ yrs in Strategy & 

Investment Mgt; served on 
multiple public & private boards. 

SAV Audit & Risk Com.Chair

New since Sept 2023 27

Additional mining & Portuguese business experience recently added

[4] Building the right leadership team - Savannah’s Board



CEO: Emanuel Proença

CTO: Dale Ferguson CFO: Michael McGarty

+1

New since Jan 2024 28

Asa Bridle

Antonio Neves 
Costa

Sascha Keen

Thomas
Gaultier

Belen 
Madronal

Ricardo
Araújo

Mark Grainey

John 
Morris Pereira

Exploration Manager
25 years in Geology, leading
teams & drill campaigns in 
various geographies

Dean 
Wadsworth

Geology
38 years in Exploration and 
Mining

Sónia
Coelho

Environment Manager
19 years in Geology & 
Environmental Permitting, 
Boticas resident

Head of IR & Comms
24 years across Geology, Metals 
Marketing, Equity Research, 
IR/BD & Comms

Communications Manager
Over 15 years in comms and 
political strategy

Head of Strategy
30 years in Inv. Banking, Mining, 
Renewables Finance & 
Commodity Trading

Community Relations Mgr
14 years in Negotiation, 
Facilitation and Mediation

Group Financial Controller
21 years in Finance & Audit

F&A Manager
20 years in Accounting & Finance

Govern. & Compliance Offcr 
11 years in Compliance & 30+ 
years in Accountiing 

Simão
Rocha

Portugal Business Development
9 years across BD, Trading & 
Origination, Business & Market 
analysis

60%+ of all staff are now Portuguese 
     40%+ of staff are now from the local area

Brad
Patrick

Engineering & DFS
20 Years in Exploration 
and Mining

Some of the Next targets for the team: 
Mine manager & Plant manager

Additional Portuguese experience and key disciplines recently added

[4] Building the right leadership team - Savannah’s Management Team
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• Summary and Q&A
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2022 2025 2026

Savannah acquires 
& expands the Project

Maiden resource 
estimate (3.2Mt)

1st Scoping study; 
Production of 175ktpa SC

Resource increased to 
20.1Mt at 1.04% Li2O

Exploration target: 9-
15Mt at 1.0-1.2% Li2O

Environmental base line 
studies begin

Resource increased 
to 27Mt at 1.06% Li2O

Exploration target 
increased to 11-19Mt 
at 1.0-1.2% Li2O

1st EIA 
submitted to 
regulator (APA)

APA requests revisions to 
EIA under ‘Article 16’ 
legislation

Start of social studies in 
communities

Revised EIA submitted

2nd public consultation

Positive DIA received

New Scoping Study

Social studies done 

RECAPE work initiated

DFS restarted

SPP Process initiated

2021

Initial EIA public 
consultation (Apr-Jul)

• Land access progressed

• Resource upgrades

• Local stakeholder 
engagement

• Project financing solution

• Complete DFS

• Complete compliance work 
for Env. licencing (RECAPE)

• Financing optimisation

• Talent mobilisation plan

• Final investment decision

• Start of construction

• End of construction

• First production

• Progressive 
confirmation of 
additional resource 
& reserve potential

2023

Our timeline: We remain on track

2024
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• Complete the current technical workstreams 

• Drilling phase 2 (remaining assays to come from phase 1)

• Further resource upgrades (from Q3 2024)

• DFS (by the end of 2024)

• Environmental Licencing (Completed soon after DFS finalised) 

• Develop a project financing solution via Strategic Partnering Process &/or alternative 

funding - Preference for good terms rather than speed

• Progress land access & land acquisition procedures 

• Continue assessing new routes for shareholder value creation

• Maintain and increase local engagement and media coverage

• Reinforce team with talent as required

• Ensure all elements required to start production are in place  

    

For investors: Next steps & Upcoming News flow
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 Scale: Europe’s largest lithium spodumene resource,  AND still open to further extension

 Strategic: A domestic supply of a responsibly managed material ‘critical’ for Europe’s energy transition

 Competitive: Well positioned on the cost curve, exposed to upside through lithium prices, resource expansion & geopolitics

 Aided by EU location: Advantage in logistical costs & risks for EU customers, CRMA, Carbon Border Tax (CBAM), Battery Passport, etc.

 Low risk: Licencing successes provide development mandate, proven technology, Australian production model adapted to EU standards

 Value: Tremendous value still to be recognised – P/NAV of 0.08x

 Sector and market experience: ~15 years as a listed mineral explorer and developer

 Team: Expanded and strengthened at all levels with additional skills and experience in Portuguese business & mine development to come

 Governance: In Portugal, part of the EU - also aligned to UK laws and LSE compliance & controls

 Regionally significant: A project that has the potential to socially and economically revitalise a region of northern Portugal

 Nationally significant: Huge potential positive impacts nationwide, with further downstream development through to EV production

Summary highlights
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Enabling Europe’s energy transition

Follow Savannah Resources on LinkedIn

Follow @SavannahRes on Twitterinfo@Savannahresources.com

www.savannahresources.com

Thank you

http://www.savannahresources.com/
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